
English is now known by everyone, it is 
especially important for job activities and 
for the communication between people 
of different nationalities;  it is necessary 
for those who love travelling and for 
those who want to work abroad. Most of 
the websites are in English. 

English has established itself as a business 
language, as it is used by companies of 
global importance to get in touch. Many 
large Italian companies are based abroad, 
so knowing and being able to speak the 
language is fundamentally important. 

In conclusion, having a good English 
knowledge implies jobs facilitations and 
the possibility of  life long training. 

 

 



English is both the official and secondary language of 70 countries 

 



It is difficult to clearly establish the 
difference between the English language and 
the American one: the United States and the 
United Kingdom, in fact, have numerous 
differences. Ex: 

 A Texan and a New Yorker  are both 
Americans but their accents are extremely 
different.  

 A resident of London or Manchester or 
Glasgow are all British but pronunciation is 
different. 

Despite this, it is possible to identify some 
very general differences, such as the fact that 
Americans pronounce all “r" while the 
English pronounce only those found at the 
beginning of words. 

 

 



 Some words change the spelling from American English to British English. 
Ex: «Colore»; in American english says «color» while in British English says 
«colour»; the U in British English is pronounced while in the other case 
not. 

 A lot of words,instead, change completely. Ex: College in Usa, University in 
England; soccer/football; vacation/holiday… 

However the american slang influenced British culture through popular 
culture and the other way, as a result some of these differences are hardly 
noticeable today: 

 For Ex. The use of prepositions in the phrases: 

“ I’m going to a party on the weekend” in British English; “ I’m going to a party 
at the weekend” in American English. 

 

Whatever pronunciation or spelling you will choose 

Surely you will enjoy your English learning!!!! 

 

 

 

 


